Start here.

Opening intro music

Live here right now on the morning radio broadcast 2GB is our host Dave.

Dave: Good Morning folks, today we have a really awesome community member. You may have heard of him from various events that he hold in the local Shibuya area. His Mr., Rivers, would you like to introduce yourself.

Sandy: Morning Dave, it’s great to be here on your show today. I just going to skip the formalities, call me Sandy.

Dave: Yes sure thing Sandy, would you like to introduce more of you about yourself and maybe some past events which you have held in the local community.

Sandy: Yes, as you may or may not have heard, I have been in charge in the local Hollow Passion Festival held yearly since 2013. As well as the Yearly Vivid festival, happening next week.

Dave: You sure have been busy with all the events. What other activities have you involved yourself in.

Sandy: Yes, I do also run the Hollow Passion Youth Centre which offer free classes for life skills to the younger people in our community as well as offering up various weekly activities to the community.

Dave: I’m sure many of the local community members have come to know you through all these activities you have run, but I am pretty sure that many of them, including me would like to know how you came to start
Sandy: Yes I had during the start I was actually only volunteering for these events. I saw it as a way to beef up my resume. However it was through this that I have come to love involving myself in all these events and the youth centre.

Dave: It is wonderful to see such passion towards the community.

Now I would like to know on how has your experience been with the living and working in the community elective which has not change since 2000 and still thought to ESL students?

Sandy: Believe it or not I did that topic during my schoolies.

Although it has not changed I still think its a good skill to learn in high school. Reflecting back it has played a large role towards my success.

Dave: How so?

Sandy: Well you see its these skills which helped me (and my to volunteering in the first place, it may be the lack of people at the time, but it allowed me to communicate better with others. This as well as further more it has allowed me to pass on what I learned though that elective. It allowed me to offer my service to the youth in the community in helping to get a job learning and I think that is why he contributed to my success more about himself. It is truly wonderful how such an old topic is still so effective in helping the people in the community.)
community. It is also wonderful to see that they are still keeping
the topic after the change they made trying to re-charge that
elective 2 years ago.

Dave: Yes it sure is good to see the Board of Study keeping
such a wonderful topic that helps young people out in
life skills.

We are almost out of time. Thank you Sandy for being here
with us today and sharing your views on the
living and working in the community elective. As well as
how much it has contributed to
your success.

Sandy: It was my pleasure. Hope to see you again soon and thank
you for inviting me in the first place.

This has been the morning 2GB radio broadcast with Dave